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In the eastern rift of the San Rafael Swell, many small
canyons would be ideal locations for solar observation sites.
The Notch Canyon Site occurs on the north side of the canyon
just inside its entrance. There are several water tanks below
the panels, and on a small flat benCe below and to the right of
the panels is some lithic scattee. The panels occur on a
curved cliff face. They range from the floor up the side to
slightly abeva reach. Most
the panels are obviously
Basketmaker. By glyph repatination there are at least two
distinct time periods and possibly three. One of these was
Fremont. It was erobably the FreeAont who reworked some older
pecked arras on some panels, thus providing excellent evidence
of glyph aJaintenance. This site is one of the best examples of
this pheem&enon.

The main re.: sce for selecting the Notch Canyon Site for
possible solar inteeaction was to test a suggestion of Nee, ,
1982) that connected sets of concentric circles are prat
Canyon Site has fiN,
prime solar site indicators. Tha No
sets of line-joinea concentric circles, as well as several
other sets of closely associated concentric circles (Fig.1-2).
Because of the coeplex nature of the contents of the panels at
this site, it is obvious there are a wide variety of topics
other then solar observation present. Other than those symbols
mentioned,•there are only a -:'eav other symbols which are
obviously solar related. At this point we have only ma
observations during Eeieveax and Summer Solstice. These
observations involve only four panels.

As the sun rises, the eastern and top edge of the cliff
acts as the gnoman casting the shad•w, a slightly diffused line
on the base of the cliff. As th sun continues to rise, the
shadows - rise up the side of the bowl. On Summer Solstice the
first panel to interact consists of a two-ring:.:: :' concentric
12:23 p.m.,
circle r•ext to a dot-centered circle (Fig.3a).
At 7:30
the sneee makes a perfect center-to-center al
a.m. on Equinox, hev:i, r, the angle of the shadow was very
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shadow comes up and aligns perfectly with a pE
extends to the right to touch the bottom of the t circle.
It gives the impression that the line was pecked oo the cliff
along the shadow'edge when it came in contact the two
circles.

The difference in the angle of the line on Summer Solstice
is so minimal that between Equinox, Summer Solstice and Equinox
:::gain the slow movement of the shadow would make this a poorer
diagnostic
-r. It would, however, align only with the
pecked line on Equinox.

is at
The third panel observed for interaction 4
O.ned,
the left side of the site. It consists o the
concentric circles (F g.4), To their ri
anthropomorph-like figure with two circul
sra
:e area
of its chest and one attached to its head. Abo
is a
two-ringed, concentric circle. Between
enter of
sn holding
• the three joined concentric circles is
an odd object which i s repeated on the
center
line-joined circ e, next to a bulbular, a
ss anthropomorph.
snake with a
Above the cone
is circle to the right
loop curving
niscent
a spiral. This context i
of all the spa
tches that cup circular
Creek (c.f. =e
1 965, this vol.page 124).
its
context that
e.
high priority to observe
Above and to the ' .t of the top of the line-join ed circles is
a long anthropomorph.

When we first recorded this ;
the antic
interaction oc creed on Equinox. At 8:10 a.m.
,
1
Equinox, the shadow came up and touched the bottom or
and bisected the circular chest area of the stylized
anthropomorph (Circle 4). At 8:13 a.m. the shadow hi
Circle 1 and Circle 5. At 8:20 a.m., the
bisected the center of the three joined
and tv ;t
6). At 8:27 a.m., the line bisected Circ.
and
two horn-like protrusions of the object ho...
Figure
about 10 centimeters below the spiral cupped by the
When Spiral 7 was bisected, the shadow's edge touched ne top
of
3 and all gned
th the base of anthropomorph C's
torso. The Equinox shadow's alignment on this panel is very
interesting.
^
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By 8:10 (Lin
the connected circle
bel
moved up to touch the bottom of the disconnected c roles. As
the shadow moved across the main panel there was no obvious
interaction between elements and shadow. Watching these types
of movements often makes me wonder if the shadow might not
provide the base line that acts as the stage for other glyphs
to interact on without obvious interaction, Py 8:17 (Line
the ridge on the right of the panel was all that was casting
shadow across the concentric circles. The pattern was a
triangular -form that became less pronounced as the sun rose.
turned
At 8:30 (line 4) the lower edge bisected Circle 2
faster,
Since the top edge of the shadow me
above Circle 4.
•.ion e
it started to move toward a closer, more precise i nt
Decanter At 8:46 (Line 6, Fig. 6) it had a very close cent,
formed
notch of
bisection between Circles 2 and 4, while
light over Circle 3, the center circle. With the eta le of the
shadow on the outside of the central dot at th e sarrse time that
0 (Line
relationship would be a definite equinox marl ,.
9) the most impressive junction
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of
this
set
j
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circles took place. When the notched tip c
it se: ed
form touched the right edge of the center c
some other type of symbolism was present.
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The solar disk, an
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supposition that the interaction in Figure B does represent the
sun on the notched mountain peak. By ttr,
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